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Abstract: This paper addresses the problem of kinematics singularity crossing for robot
manipulators. The proposed method is based on the task-function approach (5]) and is
quite general. It has already be applied to the simulated case of a simple planar redundant
robot (6]), and we propose here a complete description of its extension to a six degrees of
freedom robot. The paper is organized in two main parts.
After a brief state-of-the-art, we describe in details the general proposed method. From
the control point of view, it relies on the framework of the computer torque approach, expressed in a general way. The control objective is dened under the form of an output
regulation problem. This goal can be shown in the present case to correspond to the minimization of a quadratic cost function, which blends a trajectory tracking requirement in
translation and orientation and a regularizing term. This last term expresses a \safe" behavior of the robot in the neighborhood of a singularity, and depends on a time-varying function
which may sometimes be interpreted as an image of the robot joint velocity. The relative
weights of the two components of the cost function vary with respect to the proximity of
the singularity. What should be emphasized is that this method includes the wellknown
damped least-squares approach as a particular case. Another point to mention is that the
method provides a general framework to the approach reported in 7], which leads to similar
results.
The second part of the paper is devoted to specication and implementation issues. We
use for that purpose the Orccad environment (8]) and we show how the method can
be practically implemented. We present its functional decomposition, including temporal
aspects. We also show what are the associated discrete events to handle, and how they can
be controlled by an automatically generated automaton. Finally, results concerning wrist,
elbow and shoulder singularity crossing for an AID robot are given.
Key-words: Robotics, Control, Manipulators, Singularities
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Description et mise en uvre d'une methode de
commande permettant de traverser les singularites d'un
manipulateur a six axes rotoides

Resume : Ce rapport presente une methode permettant de traverser \en douceur" les

singularites geometriques d'un robot manipulateur rigide. Basee sur l'approche par fonctions
de t^ache de C. Samson (5]), elle s'applique en fait a tout type de singularites. Cette methode
a deja fait l'objet d'une application au cas d'un robot planaire redondant (6]), et nous
l'etendons ici au contr^ole d'un robot a six degres de liberte. Le rapport comporte deux parties
principales, l'une dediee a la theorie, l'autre a la mise en uvre et aux experimentations.
La methode proposee se situe dans la classe des commandes dynamiques avec decouplage
et linearisation par retour d'etat. L'objectif de contr^ole est deni par la minimisation d'une
fonction scalaire positive qui exprime simultanement la poursuite d'une trajectoire dans
l'espace des reperes et la regularisation du probleme. Ce dernier aspect est celui qui permet
le passage au voisinage des singularites, gr^ace a l'utilisation d'une fonction du temps, image
des vitesses articulaires. Cette methode est une generalisation des approches usuellement
presentees dans la litterature robotique.
La deuxieme partie du rapport indique comment la loi de commande robuste proposee peut
^etre speciee et testee en vraie grandeur a l'aide de l'environnement de programmation
Orccad (8]). On y precise la decomposition fonctionnelle de la commande, en prenant
en compte les aspects temporels lies a l'implementation, ainsi que la partie \evenements
discrets" de l'application. Enn, on presente un ensemble complet de resultats concernant
les singularites du poignet, du coude et de l'epaule.
Mots-cle : Robotique, Commande, Manipulateurs, Singularites
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1 Introduction
Kinematic singularities are one of the major problems encountered when using robot manipulators with rotational joints. It is well known that, if not taking care enough in their
neighborhood when using inverse dierential kinematics, joint velocities and accelerations
may dramatically increase, risking to damage to the robot and its environment. There are
two main ways of coping with this problem. The rst one is to generate open-loop trajectories which are far from the singularities this is mainly done when the robot is redundant
with respect to the task. The second idea is to try to cross safely the singular points, for
example by transforming the ill-conditionned problem of jacobian inversion in a well-posed
one, through a modication of the matrix to be inverted. This kind of regularization approach, already known under another form in numerical analysis (1]), was introduced in
robotics as a class of damped least-squares methods (see for example 3, 4]). The approach
has then be applied and improved by several authors, like in 7]. However, to our knowledge,
no work is reported in the literature about the practical implementation of such methods.
In fact, it appears that the concept of singularity may be understood in a wider sense than
restricted to kinematic singularity. Related regularization methods may also be considered
with a more general point of view, through the minimization of a cost function. Such an
approach has been investigated in 5] by using the formalism of task functions. It has also be
applied in the simple case of a planar redundant robot, as reported in 6]. The idea consists
in setting the problem as the minimization of a quadratic cost function, which blends a
trajectory tracking requirement in some task space and a regularizing term. This last term
expresses a \safe" behavior of the robot in the neighborhood of a singularity, and depends
on a time-varying function which may sometimes be interpreted as an image of the robot
joint velocity. The relative weights of the two components of the cost function vary with
respect to the proximity of the singularity. The goal of this paper is rstly to present this
approach and to show how it provides a justication of the known methods already cited. In
the second part of the paper, we describe specication and implementation issues through
a real example. We use for that purpose the Orccad environment (8, 9]) and we show
how the method can be practically implemented. We present its functional decomposition,
including temporal aspects. We also show what are the associated discrete events to handle,
and how they can be controlled by an automatically generated automaton. Finally, results
concerning wrist, elbow and shoulder singularity crossing for a 6 d-o-f robot are given.

2 A General Approach to Regularization in Robotics
2.1 Principles

Let q be the n-dimensional vector of the joint positions of a rigid robot. We would like to
minimize at each time t the scalar cost function
h(q t) = h1 (q t) + h2 (q t)
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where h1 is a positive function related to the task to be performed and h2 is a positive
regularizing function. The evolution of q is governed by the dynamics:
; = M(q)"q + N(q q)_
(2)
where ; is a n-dimensional control vector.
The h function, assumed to be locally unimodal, is minimum when its gradient vanishes.
We are therefore led to nding the control which will drive to zero the function e(q t) dened
as
@h2
1
e = @h
(3)
@q + @q
Then (cf 5]), a decoupling and feedback-linearizing control in the e-space is given by:
@e );1 G(De + e_ ) + N ; M( @e );1 f
(4)
; = ;kM( @q
@q
with
@e
q
_
+
(5)
e_ = @e
@q @t
where k and  are scalar positive gains, G and D constant positive symmetric matrices and
f comes from
@e q" + f(q q_ t)
(6)
e" = @q

From (4), we see that the task-jacobian matrix
@e = @ 2 h1 + @ 2 h2
(7)
@q @q2 @q2
has to be nonsingular. We will therefore have to choose the function h2 such that this requirement (R1) be satised, while disturbing the least possible the "main" task h1 (requirement
R2).

2.2 A Class of h2 functions

Like in 5], let us consider the set of functions
h2 (q t) = 21 (t)(q ; y(t)T (q ; y(t) (t) > 0

(8)

2.2.1 Choosing (t)

The scalar time function (t) will be choosen so as to ensure that requirement R1 is satised.
Using (1), (3), (8) and denoting e1 = @h@q1 , we have:
e = e1 + (t)(q ; y(t))

(9)
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and

@e = @e1 + (t)I
(10)
n
@q @q
@e regular would
If e1 (q t) were any dierentiable function, a su%cient condition for having @q
be
1
(t) >k @e
(11)
@q (q(t) t) k
Now, if e1 is dened as the gradient of a unimodal function h1, as above, the jacobian matrix
of e1 , which is the hessian matrix of h1, is positive. Therefore a su%cient condition for having
@e
@q nonsingular, and, more, positive (which is very useful from a control point of view), is
min (q(t) t) + (t) > 0

(12)

where min is the smallest eigenvalue of @@q2h21 . Let us also note that (t) can be also set equal
to zero when we are sure to lie far from the task singularities.

2.2.2 Choosing y(t)

As suggested in 5], an interesting way of dening y(t) such as to satisfy the requirement
R2, is to consider that it is the output of the rst-order lter:
y(t)
_ + (t)y(t) = (t)q(t)

(13)

with the initial condition y(0) = q(0), and (t) a positive scalar time function.

Intuitive Interpretation Let us choose (t) = , constant. Dierentiating (13) leads to
y" + y_ = q,_ the steady state solution of which is y_ ! q._ Replacing in (13) shows that
(q ; y) ! q,_ which means that the second term of e in (9) looks like (t)q._ This means

that, provided that the acceleration is not too important, the h2 function dened in (8)
represents a trend to minimize the joint velocity.

Choosing (t) A reasonnable criterion for dening this gain function is to ensure that
the velocity remains bounded. As proposed in 5], we can therefore set:
(t) =

1

1 + 2 ( 32 + k q(t) ; y(t) k2 ) 12
where all the i s are positive. With that choice, we necessarily have:
0 < (t) < 1 +
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2.3 The Special Case of Trajectory Tracking in the Frame Space
2.3.1 Basic Issues

Let us set n = 6 and suppose that the task consists in tracking a desired trajectory in
position, xd (t) 2 R3 , and in attitude, rd (t) 2 SO(3). The associated rotation matrix is
denoted as Rd (t).
We can therefore take as a function to be minimized:
(16)
h1(q t) = 12 k x(q) ; xd (t) k2 +h01 (r(q) rd (t))
where h01 represents some \distance" between the actual and desired attitudes. More precisely, let us dene re(q t) = r(q)rd;1(t), with associated matrix Re. Then, the geodesic
distance between re and the identity is the angle , taken from Re = exp( u~), where u~
denotes the skew-symmetric matrix associated with the (unitary) vector u.
We can therefore choose:
(17)
h01 = 12 2
Using (16) and (17) in (9) leads to:
T

0

@h1 + (t)(q ; y(t))
e(q t) = @x
(q)(x(q)
;
x
(t))
+
d
@q
@q

(18)

We have:

@h01 = @ = @ @r
(19)
@q
@q @r @q
On the other hand, since is the geodesic distance to identity, it can be shown (2]) that
d =< u(q t) !(q t) >= @ dre
(20)
dt
@re dt
where u is dened above and ! = drdte is the angular velocity. We therefore nd @r@e = u,
and then:
@h01 = @r T ( u)
(21)
@q @q
By denoting the robot Jacobian as J =
e(q t) = J T

!

@x
@q
@r
@q

, we have nally, using (21) and (18):

 x(q) ; x (t) 
u

d

+ (t)(q ; y(t))

(22)

Now, in order to complete the denition of the control scheme (4), we have to give the
;1
@e
expressions of @e
@q and e_ or @t . Starting from Re = RRd , we have:
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dRe = !~ R ; R !~
(23)
e
e d
dt
where !~ is the actual angular velocity and !~ d the desired one. We may dene !~ e (such that
dRe = !~ e Re), as:
dt
!~e = !~ ; Re !~ d RTe
(24)
T
where Re !~ d Re is no more than !~ d expressed in the basis dened by Re.
Now, we can obtain the needed derivatives of e:


3  2
@e = J T J + I + X
@ xi (x ; x ) + @ 2 ( u)i ( u)
6
di
i
2
@q
@q2
i=1 @q

(25)

where the subscript i denotes the index of the vector component, and:




e_ = J T x_ ;!~ x_ d + J_T x(q) ;uxd (t) + _ (q ; y) + (q_ ; y)
_
e

(26)

2.3.2 Parametrization and Approximation
When is small, we have  sin . We can therefore replace equation (22) by:
 x(q) ; x (t) 
d
0
T
e(q t) = J
+ (t)(q ; y(t))

(27)

sin u

with

I



0
(28)
0 W(r)
where W(r) = 21 (tr(R)I3 ; R)is the derivative of the parametrization, @ sin@ru .
The interest of this parametrization lies in the fact that it is very easy to compute by
using the expression:
(29)
sin u = 21 (n  nd + s  sd + a  ad )
where R = (n s a) and Rd = (nd sd ad ). In that case, we can use in the control expression:


@e = J 0T +
;x_ d (t)
_
(30)
1
_ d + s  s_d + a  a_ d ) + (q ; y) ; y_
@t
2 (n  n
In practice, simplied expressions of the derivatives may be used in the control. If we consider
that the trajectory error is small, we may neglect the two last terms in equation (25).
Furthermore, since is small, W (r) is positive and close to the identity. We may therefore
@e associated with (27) the simpler expression:
nally use as a model of the jacobian matrix @q
^
@e
T
(31)
@q = J J + I6
RR n2654
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which is the model used in most of the literature. It should be emphasized that this approximation is justied when the true jacobian is itself positive in a large enough domain. This
comes from a stability analysis reported in 5].
^
Finally, it is also possible to simplify the expression of @e
@t by suppressing the two last
terms in (30), provided that the velocities are small and that (t) slowly varies. In any case,
increasing the gain  in (4) may allow to reduce the tracking error due to a non perfect
precompensation of the task velocity.

3 Applications

3.1 Relations with Commonly Used Methods

Before describing how this approach can be specied, programmed, validated and implemented in a systematic way through a generic environmment, let us brie'y relate the above
developments to a relevant example of what is usually done in reported works in that area.
In 7], the problem of coping with shoulder, elbow and wrist singularities for a 6 dof robot is
addressed in a clever way. The distance to a singularity is evaluated by the conditioning of
the robot jacobian matrix, through an estimation of its smallest singular value. This last is
used to compute the value of  in equation (31). The orientation tracking error is dened as
in (29). We may also nd in the paper an expression of the desired angular velocity looking
like the one in (24), which is however not dened as the time derivative of the trajectory to
be tracked. The reason is that the problem is not here set as a minimization and control one,
but simply as the computation of some inverse dierential kinematics. This is in fact the
major dierence with the framework we propose. Nevertheless, some other common ideas
appear. For example, the variable weighting between \velocity" control and \trajectory tracking", characterized in our approach by (t), is also achieved in the cited paper by assigning
to the trajectory tracking a coe%cient which varies with the smallest singular value. We can
therefore consider that, in some sense, the reported work, like others, includes some of the
features described above, provided that underlying approximations are made explicit. These
lasts can be justied from our general description.

4 Experimentation under Orccad
It is (or it should be) well known that a robot control problem cannot be considered as
solved when the theoretical analysis in continuous time is completed. It is really necessary
to consider other issues, like discretization and numerical aspects, design of the discreteevent part of the problem, parallelism and task synchronization, etc... In the present case,
these aspects are particularly relevant, at least for two main reasons: rst, we deliberately
move the robot around the singularities, therefore the practical conditioning of the problem
have to be studied. Secondly, we have a control scheme which naturally expands in a set of
communicating and parallel tasks moreover, some of them, like the detection of singularity
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approach and the tuning of the regularization terms handle discrete events which might
in'uence the control behavior in some way. We therefore describe in this section how we
have considered all these issues, critical from the implementation point of view.

4.1 The Orccad system

Orccad (8]) is a development environment for the specication, the validation by simula-

tion and by formal methods when possible, and the implementation of robotic applications.
In the Orccad framework, an application is dened as the composition of a set of elementary robotic actions (Robot-tasks). Each can be seen as an event-driven action which
merges algorithmical and behavioral aspects. Composition is obtained using logical and temporal operators determining so, in a predened way, the evolution of the system in order to
achieve the desired objective. Nominal executions as well as degraded executions are taken
into account. The underlying models are those used in automatic control theory (ODEs) for
the algorithmical parts and in computer science (DES) for the behavioral one. The originality of Orccad is that both aspects are closely considered at all the involved levels, from
specication to real-time implementation.
Since the work presented here concerns the design and the analysis of a single task, i.e
the tracking of a reference trajectory in the frame space, we focus the following description
on the concept of Robot-task.
A Robot-task (RT) is formally dened as the entire parametrized specication of:
 an elementary control law, i.e. the activation of a control scheme structurally invariant
along the task duration,
 a logical behavior associated with a set of signals (events) which may occur just before,
during and just after the task execution.
The control law specication is obtained by selecting a set of functions, models and
parameters appearing in the analytic expression, in continuous time, of the torques to be
applied to the actuators in order to achieve the desired physical action. In the example of a
rigid robot manipulator, accordingly to equation (4), functions like the task function e(q t),
c and parameters like the scalar gains k and  have to be be specied. Besides,
models like M
the logical behavior is given by setting the events to be considered and their processing. In
order to facilitate and automatize this last aspect, rarely considered in the automatic control
community, the events and the associated treatments in Orccad are typed and belong to
well-dened categories. These are,
 the pre-conditions: their occurrence is required for starting the servoing task. They can
be pure synchronization signals, or signals emitted when some task initial requirements
are satised as well as signals issued from environment sensors. For instance, the
condition k e(q0 0) k< is necessary to ensure a good behavior of the control law.
Another example is a grasping action, where the detection of part presence is required
before starting an action.

RR n2654
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 the exceptions: they are generated during the execution of the servoing task and indi-

cate a failure detection. The exception processing is structured as follows:
type 1: the reaction to the exception consists only in asking for the modication
of the value of at least one parameter in the control law. After its termination, a newly
occured exception can be processed. Here, this type of treatment is used, as detailed
in the next section, to handle the situation where the entrance into a singular region
is detected.
type 2: the exception requires the activation of a new RT. The current one is
therefore killed, while the causes of the dysfunction are reported to the application
controller. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the recovering process to be
activated is known, having been specied during the application design stage. Let us
cite as an example the switching to a reconguration task when reaching a joint limit.
type 3: the exception is considered as fatal. The overall application is stopped
and the robotic system must be driven to a safe position. For example, an excessive
increase of the tracking error allows to infer an actuator failure or a collision.
 the post-conditions: they are signals, often related to the environment, handled as
conditions for a normal termination of the RT.
Finally, the RT specication ends by the explicitation of implementation aspects, gathered under the name of temporal properties, i.e. discretization of time, duration of computations, communication and synchronization protocols between the involved processes. This is
done by implementing each RT in terms of a network of communicating real-time computing
tasks, called Module-tasks, which each implement an elemental part of the control law and
the related behavioral components.
The Orccad system actually provides the necessary data structures allowing an eective
RT specication. The diversity and the large number of possible choices of the required
elements makes it a not trivial operation. To enhance guidance and coherence tests the RT is
modeled using an object-oriented approach handling several hierarchies of classes, related to
the control scheme, to the logical behavior and to the involved physical entities. Accordingly
to this model, a RT is completely dened by the instantiation of a set of objects, leaves
of these hierarchies. Each object is characterized by two type of attributes: the functional
ones, relative to the continuous time specication, and the operational ones characterizing the
temporal properties. The associated methods interpret the models informations at various
levels, down to real-time code generation.
In fact Orccad proposes a general methodology for the specication, the validation
and the implementation of robot tasks, which will be illustrated in the next section on the
example of singularity handling. The design process can be summarized as follows: in a rst
step, the specication in continuous time, which characterizes the task from the automatic
control point of view, is established. Functional only attributes of the concerned objects
are valuated in this stage. Then, it can be extended and take into account implementation
issues during this phase the object instantiation is completed by valuating their attributes
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related to the temporal properties. This specication is translated to a simulation program
in order to allow the user to update the model choices and to tune the control parameters
as well as the temporal ones. The nal stage of the design consists in the generation of the
downloading code to be executed by the robot system.
TheOrccad software environment includes a graphical HMI which makes easy the RT
specication, by representing it in the form of a block-diagram. Dedicated interfaces are
provided for editing functional and operational attributes, by simply clicking on meaningful
spaces in the RT graphical representation. An automatic code generation, for both simulation and execution purposes, is also provided in relation with the Simparc (10]) simulation
tool and the VxWorks real time operating system. In addition, the Esterel (11]) synchronous language is used for the implementation of the reactive components of the RT.
We must note that, from the end-user point of view, this environment allows to perform
the specication, simulation and execution phases of the RT design process through a single
graphical development environment.
In the next section, we describe how the task addressed in this paper can be designed
and tested using the Orccad methodology and the associated programming environment.

4.2 Trajectory Tracking in the Frame Space with Singularity Handling: Action Specication

4.2.1 Description

The task we consider to illustrate our approach for handling the kinematic singularities of
a robot manipulator consists in tracking a reference trajectory dened in the SE(3) space.
The robotic system to be used is the aid-v5, a six-revolute joint manipulator. Its DenavitHartenberg (D-H) parameters and the associated joint ranges are reported in table 1. A
schema of the manipulator is shown gure 1.
Let us note that, before physically moving the manipulator, the correctness of the initial
conditions and of the initializations have to be be checked a signal emitted by the user must
also be waited for before starting the task. The action must be aborted when entrance in
the joint limits area is detected, while the passage through singular regions must be ensured.
The duration of the servoing task is that of the reference trajectory.

4.2.2 Speci cation in Continuous Time

On the basis of previous data and requirements, a set of objects, proposed at the RT modelling level, can be instantiated by valuation of their functional attributes. The resulting
specication characterizes the action from a continuous-time point of view, i.e independently
of time discretization and other implementation-related issues, which are precised at the next
step of the specication process.
In the following, we describe the functionality and the main characteristics of the considered objects, related to the servoing task. A graphical representation of the RT, as designed
using the RT editor of the Orccad system, is given gure 2.
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Figure 1: The Structure of the Aid-v5 at the Conguration
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Range limits
;3=4  3=4
;3=4  3=4
;3=4  3=4
;  
;2=3  2=3
;  

Table 1: Denavit-Hartenberg Parameters and Range Limits of the aid-v5 Manipulator
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TG SE3 is aimed to generate on line the reference trajectory Rd (t) in the SE(3) space.
The choices of initial Rinit = Ainit Pinit] and nal Rfin = Afin Pfin] positions, possibly
of the intermediate passage points, and of the trajectory duration T are left to the designer.
When intermediate points are not specied, the velocity and acceleration proles of the
trajectory are xed by choosing the r(t) function in the following expression:
Pd (t) = Pinit + r(t)Pfin ; Pinit] and Ad (t) = AinitA(u r(t)() t 2 0 T] (32)
with u the vector along the axis of the rotation and ( the rotation angle. In section 5 we
present several reference trajectories of that kind designed in order to pass throw shoulder,
elbow and wrist singularities.
AID PR models, for simulation purposes, the dynamics of the aid-v5 manipulator using
the state representation
X_ = f(X U t) Y = g(X U) X = qi q_i i = 1 : : : 6]
where f and g functions are provided by the user.
KIN computes the current attitude of a frame linked to the end eector. The user has
to specify the geometric characteristics of the robot (dofs and D-H parameters) and to select
the expression frame and the frame of interest. In our case, the values of table 1 are used.
We chose as a frame of interest the end eector frame R6, and as an expression frame the
xed frame RF (g. 1).
DIF computes the robot jacobian J. For its instantiation, the same choices as for the
KIN object have to be done.
TF SE3 is aimed to compute the task function e(q t) following (27). Actually, the
computation of (t) guarantees its smooth evolution despite changes of the boolean variable
indicating when the manipulator lies inside or outside a singular region. So, a change of the
indicator from 0 to 1 at the instant tk implies
  + (t)( ;  ) t < T
max
tk

(t) = tk 
(33)
t > T
max
and, reversely, the passage of the indicator from 1 to 0 at tk implies

T
(t) = 0tk ; (t)tk  tt <
> T
where (t) is chosen to be a second order polynomial function ensuring (t) to be C 2.
max and T are parameters tuned by the user. The information of entering a singular region
is broadcasted by the discrete event controller, modelled by the object RTA presented later,
as a response to the exception detected by the observer OBS SING.
y(t) is computed following (13). To ensure the boundedness of the ltered velocity we
have chosen
 vmax
(t) = kqtk ;y(tk;1 )k  when k qtk ; y(tk;1 ) k> vmax
1
otherwise
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The designer has also to determine the type of parametrization of the attitude error to
be used, and the value of vmax used in (t) expression. In our case the axis/angle parametrization is chosen and vmax is xed to 0.0015.
@e . The possibility of
JD SE3 computes the task jacobian: its functionality is to produce @q
chosing approximated expressions is also oered to the designer: the transpose of the robot
jacobian, the identity matrix, : : :. Here, the model given by (31) is used. (t) is computed
following 33.
JI SE3 and TD SE3 are aimed to compute the models of the inverse of the task jacobian
and its time derivative respectively. In the present specication, the inverse of (31) is chosen
for the rst one, and the simplied expression of (30) for the second.
CO SE3 has the responsibility to produce the torque ; to be applied to the actuators.
It is computed following (4). The RT designer should valuate all the scalar and matricial
gains, k, , G and D. Here we have k = 15,  = 17, G = I and D = I.
The Discrete Event aspects of the RT are specied by instantiating four objects, three
of them are called observers:
OBS PREC detects the user's command allowing to start the action, and sends the
corresponding event, \start", to the discrete event controller.
OBS SING detects the entrance in the singular regions, and reports that to the discrete
event controller by emitting the event \sing". The designer has to choose the type of the
measure of proximity to be used, and xes the related thresholds. Here, among the observation of the singular values of the robot jacobian and that of its determinant, we chose the
determinant. In that case, the threshold dets is taken in the interval 0.001 , 0.025] as seen
in section 5.
OBS BUT is aimed to detect the approach of joint limits. It reports this occurence to
the discrete event controller by emitting the event \joint lim". The designer has to dene
the joints to be observed, their working ranges and the related thresholds. In our case, all
the joints are considered, and the values given in the table 1 are used. The threshold is set
equal to 0.001.
ATR SE3 imposes to the RT the desired logical behavior, driven by the observed input
events and the emitted output ones, and described by a nite state automaton. The designer
has to specify the type of processing associated with the considered exceptions. In the present
example, the T3 type (fatal) is associated with the \joint lim" event while a T1 (local)
processing corresponds to the \sing" one.

4.2.3 Time Constrained Speci cation

The passage from the continuous-time specication like the previous one to a description
which takes into account the implementation aspects is achieved by specifying the so-called
temporal properties: sampling periods, duration of computations, communications and synchronizations protocols between the processes and, nally localization of the data processing
codes.
At this level of specication, the basic entity to be handled is called a Module-task: it is
a real-time task, usually periodic, used to implement a functional module of the RT. Since
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the Robot-task: Trajectory Tracking in the Frame
Space
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MTs may, possibly, be distributed on a multi-processor architecture, they communicate
using typed ports and specic synchronization mechanisms. Each MT owns one input (resp.
output) port for every data it consumes (resp. produces).
In practice, the designer has, at this step, to add temporal properties to the already instantiated functional objects. The Orccad software environment proposes dedicated editors
for their eective valuation.
In order to illustrate this part of the specication process, let us give some examples
taken from the considered application: the TG SE3 module has three output ports, gt Rd,
gt1 Rd and gt dRd, which send, at every time period, the desired trajectory Rd to the TF
and JD modules, and its dierential dRd to the TD module (g. 2). Since no input data are
used by the, TG SE3 module, no input port is needed.
Three dierent types of synchronization are associated with the created communications:
Asynchronous/Synchronous between CO and PR AID: the control outputs sent to the actuators are the last computed ones Event for the communications between the observers
and the ATR module, ensuring the safe and ordered transmission of the events Asynchronous/Asynchronous in all other cases.
Finally, the sampling periods are determined for every module. For example, it is xed at
15ms for TG SE3 its execution duration is estimated at 90s. For the CO module (control),
which has clearly to be the most frequently updated one, the period is xed to 10ms.

5 Experimental Results
Owing to the Orccad environment, and starting from the RT previously specied, a large
set of experiments can be easily conducted by only modifying the functional elements in
relation with the desired experimentation. In our case, where we address the problem of
crossing kinematic singularities, we can for example consider several cases of singularities
by simply specifying dierent reference trajectories for the same tracking task. For that
reason, we will only detail these aspects in the presented results, since all the other issues
remain unchanged. Namely, they are: the reference trajectory to be tracked, the threshold
dets which determines if the current conguration lies inside or outside a singular region,
and, nally, the max and T parameters allowing to give to (t) a suitable shape in the
neighborhood of the singularity. We analyze in the sequel the shoulder, wrist and elbow
singularities of the aid manipulator and, for each one, we present signicant case studies.

5.1 Shoulder Singularities
5.1.1 Analysis

It is well known that, for a robot structure like the aid-v5, shoulder singularities occur when
the origin O4 of the frame associated with the fourth joint is on the z1 axis. In this case
the only admissible velocities of O4 are in the plane dened by the links C2 and C3 (g. 1).
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These singular positions can be determined from the jacobian matrix 1 of the O4 position
function:
" s1 (r4 s23 d3 c2) c1 (d3 s2 + r4 c23) r4 c1 c23 #
4
J0 = c1 (d3 c2 r4 s23)
s1 (d3 s2 + r4 c23)
r4 s1 c23
r4 s23
0
r4 s23 + d3 c2
where r4 and d3 refers to the D-H parameters.
Analyzing its determinant
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

det(J0 4) = (r4  sin(q2 + q3) ; d3  cos(q2 ))  cos(q3 )
we obtain that singular points are given by the relations
and

r4  sin(q2 + q3) ; d3  cos(q2 ) = 0

(34)

q3 = 0 or q3 = 
(35)
The set of points given by (34) correspond to the situation discussed above, i.e O4
positioned on the z1 axis. Equation (35) determines the elbow singularities the present
analysis is also valid for them and we will not repeat it in section 5.3, where only a particular
case will be presented.
As explained in 5], several cases of task singularities may occur, depending on the desired
trajectory. The simplest one is when an isolated singular point is encountered while tracking
this trajectory. This occurs when the desired trajectory crosses a set of singular points
`transversally', like the trajectories shown in gure 3a. Two subcases must be considered:
 the rst one, illustrated by the trajectory (a), is characterized by the fact that, when O4
leaves its singular position, it stays in the same plane (P1) therefore, the needed velocity is
in the reachable space,
 the second corresponds to the trajectory (b), where the desired velocity has a non zero
component in the non-reachable space O4, when leaving the singular position, moves in fact
in a dierent plane (P2).
Besides, very di%cult situations occur when the reference trajectory `stays' on the singular points. This is the case of the trajectory (c) gure 3b: it reaches the z1 axis while moving
in the plane (P1 ) and leaves it by moving in the plane (P2). Because q1 is undetermined as
long as O4 is on the z1 axis, the value of q1 corresponding to the motion in the plane (P2 )
is unpredictable. If q1 does not have the correct value when the reference trajectory leaves
the z1 axis, it has to change instantaneously, which is physically impossible.
These dierent cases are studied and simulation results are presented in the following
sections.
In its expression si denotes sin(qi ), ci denotes cos(qi ), sij denotes sin(qi + qj ) and nally cij denotes
( + qj )

1

cos qi
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Figure 3: Crossing a) `Transversally' b) `Staying on' Shoulder Singularities

5.1.2 Case Study 1: `Transversally' Crossing
Trajectory 1: A reference trajectory in the cartesian space looking like the (a) of gure
3a is specied by
2 0:0 0:0 1:0 ;0:13 3
2 0:0 0:0 1:0 0:39 3
Rdinit = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5  Rdfin = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5  T = 3sec
;1:0 0:0 0:0 0:40
;1:0 0:0 0:0 0:40

It is computed by using equations (32), with a third order interpolation function ensuring
continuity in position, velocity and acceleration. The initial position is 0:0 ;1:57 1:57 0:0 ;
1:57 0:0] rad] (g. 4a).
Note that the origins of the successive frames Rd (t) t 2 0 T ] lies on the same plane, their
x coordinate varying from -0.13m to 0.39m, while their orientation is constant. Knowing the
aid-v5 geometry, it is clear that imposing to its last frame R6 this reference trajectory
ensures that O4 crosses `transversally' the singular positions.
To obtain a smooth evolution, the dets and max values are xed at 0.001 , and T at
@e would be su%cient to
100ms. In fact, the smallest value of  ensuring the inversibility of @q
cross smoothly the singularity. Plots in gure 4b show the resulting evolution of the jacobian
determinant det(J) and of (t) during a simulation session. The entrance in the singular
region detected at 1.4s sets to (t) the evolution described by (33). We can remark that
the time at which the determinant vanishes is the one where the x and y coordinates of O4
are equal to zero (g. 4c), i.e O4 lies on z1 axis. Finally, the desired trajectory is followed
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without any additional error due to the smoothing method. Figure 4d shows the evolution
of the x coordinate of the origin O6 of the last frame R6 varying smoothly between -0.13m
and 0.39m, as expected.

Trajectory 2: Let us now present the results of the proposed method in the case where

the reference trajectory is such that, when O4 leaves the singular position, the asked velocity
has a non zero component in the non reachable space.
The initial point of the reference trajectory (g. 5a) is chosen as previously:
2 0:0 0:0 1:0 ;0:13 3
Rdinit = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5
;1:0 0:0 0:0 0:40
while the nal one is:
2 0:0 ;1:0 0:0 0:13 3
Rdfin = 4 0:0 0:0 1:0 0:399 5
;1:0 0:0 0:0 0:449
Moreover, the trajectory imposes the passage by the intermediary point
2 0:0 0:0 1:0 0:13 3
Rdint = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5
;1:0 0:0 0:0 0:40
The initial position is, as for the trajectory 1, 0:0 ; 1:57 1:57 0:0 ; 1:57 0:0] rad].
Let us emphasize that the position component of the reference trajectory belongs successively to two dierent planes. We can indeed see that the rst part of the trajectory is
characterized by the evolution of the x coordinate of the frame origin, the y one remaining
constant, while reversely, in the second part, the y coordinate increases. The total trajectory duration is of 3s. The Interpolation was realized using fourth degree splines ensuring
continuity in position, velocity and acceleration at the intermediary point. Note that Rdint
corresponds to the R6 attitude which imposes to O4 to be on a singular position. Therefore,
the total trajectory is an example of the (b) trajectory, gure 3a.
When the singularity treatment is not activated (dets = 0:0), the expected behavior
appears on the results. The singular conguration is reached at 1.5s, where det(J) = 0:0
(g. 5b). The attempt to follow a non attainable direction causes excessive torques values,
trying to instantaneously achieve unfeasible joint velocities and accelerations on the 1, 4
(g. 5) and 6 axes , i.e. the axes related to the motion in the second plane.
The same experiment was conducted with the singularity treatment being active: the dets
value is set at 0.025, the max at 0.001 and the T at 600ms. The approach of the singular
region is detected at 0.6s, when k det(J) k< dets , which imposes at (t) the evolution
described by (33) and plotted in gure 6a. The x and y coordinates of O4 clearly indicate
its passage on the z1 axis (point A, gure 6b).
It can be seen that the control outputs and the joint velocities stay at an acceptable
level, with a maximum peak value of approximately 2rad/s], as shown gure 6d, for the
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a) aid Initial Conguration

b) Determinant of the Robot Jacobian and (t)

c) x and y Coordinates of O4

d) x Coordinate of O6

Figure 4: `Transversally' Crossing Shoulder Singularities With the Smoothing Process (Trajectory 1)
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a) aid Initial Conguration

b) Determinant of the Robot Jacobian

c) Torques Applied on Axis 1

d) Joint Velocities of Axis 1

e) Torques Applied on Axis 4
f) Joint Velocities of Axis 4
Figure 5: `Transversally' Crossing Shoulder Singularities Without Singularity Processing
(trajectory 2)
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a) Determinant of the Robot Jacobian and (t) b) x - y Coordinates of O4

c) Torques on Axis 1

d) Joint Velocities of axis 1

e) Torques of Axis 4

f) Joint Velocities of Axis 4

Figure 6: `Transversally' Crossing Shoulder Singularities with Singularity Processing (Trajectory 2)
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Figure 7: Reference and Current Position of O6
rst axis and of -0.4rad/s] (g. 6f) for the second one, plotted with the same scale as in the
previous results.
Furthermore, a smooth trajectory tracking was obtained, as shown gure 7.

5.1.3 Case Study 2: `Staying On' the Singularity

In this case, we consider a situation of type (c), gure 3b, where the reference trajectory is
such that O4 reaches a singular position while moving in a plane, follows the z1 axis during
a prescribed time and leaves it by moving inside a dierent plane.
A reference trajectory having the required characteristics can be specied by
2 0:0 0:0 1:0 ;0:13 3
2 0:0 ;1:0 0:0 0:0 3
Rdinit = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5  Rdfin = 4 0:0 0:0 1:0 0:39 5
;1:0 0:0 0:0 0:40
;1:0 0:0 0:0 0:45
and we impose the passage by two intermediary points
2 0:12 0:0 0:99 0:13 3
2 ;0:02 0:0 0:99 0:13 3
Rd1int = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5  Rd2int = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5
;0:99 0:0 ;0:02 0:37
;0:99 0:0 0:12 0:55
The three sections of the trajectory dened in that way are interpolated using fourth
degree splines for the rst and nal parts, and third degree for the second one ensuring continuity in position, velocity and acceleration on the intermediary points. The time duration
of each section is 1.5 s.
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Figure 8: `Staying on' Shoulder Singularities Without Singularity Processing (a) Torques (b)
Joint Velocities on Axis 1
If the singularity processing is not provided (dets = 0:0) the analysis of the simulation
results clearly shows excessive torque values and infeasible joint velocities and accelerations
when entering and staying in the singular region (g. 8).
Besides, by activating the treatment and xing dets at 0.025, max at 0.05 and T at
600ms a smooth crossing is obtained. The entrance in the singular region detected at 0.6s
leads for (t) to the evolution plotted in gure 9a. The x and y coordinates of O4 evolve
as shown gure 9b we can verify that, during the second part of the trajectory, they are,
approximately, equal to zero, meaning that the robot stays on the singular conguration
between 1.5s and 3s, while the z coordinate increases. The control outputs varies as shown
gure 9. We can also see that, even in this very di%cult example, the joint velocities remain
always feasible. Furthermore, the resulting trajectory tracking is satisfactory, as shown g.
10.
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a) Determinant of the Robot Jacobian and (t) b) x - y Coordinates of O4

c) Torques on Axis 1

d) Joint Velocity of Axis 1

e) Torques on axis 4

f) Joint Velocity of Axis 4

Figure 9: `Staying on' Shoulder Singularities with Singularity Processing (trajectory 3)
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Figure 10: Reference and Current Positions of O6

5.2 Wrist Singularities
5.2.1 Analysis

The aid-v5 manipulator is equipped with the common spherical wrist (g. 11) involving the
three Euler angles. Since it is a mechanical realization of the Euler chart, it necessarily has
singular points which constitute the wrist singularities of the aid-v5. In order to analyze
them, let us consider the wrist independently, and compute the angular velocity of O6 in
the basis associated with O4. It is given by
0 0 1 0 sin(q ) 1 0 ;cos(q )sin(q ) 1
6
5
5
6
X
6 = +k ak ]q_k = @ 0 A q_4 + @ ;cos(q5 ) A q_5 + @ ;sin(q5 )sin(q6 ) A q_6
k=4
1
0
cos(q6 )
where k refers to the D-H parameters and ak is the unit vector of the z axis of the joint
k. We have therefore the jacobian matrix
0 0 sin(q ) ;cos(q )sin(q ) 1
5
5
6
JRw = @ 0 ;cos(q5 ) ;sin(q5 )sin(q6 ) A
1
0
cos(q6 )
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Figure 11: Wrist of the aid-v5
and its determinant is det(JRw ) = ;sin(q5 ). The singular points are given by q5 = 0 or
q5 = . At a singular point the jacobian matrix is
0 0 sin(q ) 0 1
5
JRw = @ 0 ;cos(q5 ) 0 A
1
0
1
indicating that no angular velocity along cos(q5) sin(q5 ) 0]T is attainable.
In particular, in these congurations of the wrist, the aid-v5 manipulator looses one of its
three degrees of freedom in orientation: the joints four and six produce the same result. Any
attempt to rotate about the axis (A) (g. 11) in the space perpendicular to both joint axis
four and ve causes O4 to rotate quickly in one direction and O6 in the opposite direction,
so as to align the joint axis 5 perpendicularly to the specied motion. We will observe such
a behavior later in the simulation results.
Situations analog to those illustrated in gure 3 and analyzed in section 5.1.1, dedicated
to shoulder singularities, occur also in the case of the wrist. The wrist singularity region is
crossed `transversally' when
the projection of the angular velocity of the desired trajectory
onto cos(q5) sin(q5 ) 0]T is zero at the time ts where the robot meets the singularity.
Besides, the most di%cult situations take place when this projection is non zero at ts or
during a time interval.
Like in the case of shoulder singularities, we present in the following the results obtained
when the reference trajectory is `transverse' or `stays' on the wrist singularities.

5.2.2 Case study 1: `Transversal Crossing'
Trajectory 1: The reference trajectory is specied in the cartesian space by
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2 0:0 0:0 ;1:0 ;0:39 3
2 0:0 0:0 1:0 ;0:13 3
Rdinit = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5  Rdfin = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5  T = 3sec

1:0 0:0 0:0 0:40
;1:0 0:0 0:0 0:40
The overall trajectory is computed by imposing the intermediary point
2 1:0 0:0 0:0 ;0:26 3
Rdint = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5
0:0 0:0 1:0 0:53
The interpolation uses fourth degree splines ensuring the continuity in position, velocity
and acceleration on all the trajectory. The initial conguration is 0:0 ;1:57 1:57 0:0 1:57 0] rad]
(g. 12a).
Let us emphasize that the two parts of the trajectory have the same rotation vector
u = 0 1 0]jR6 , which is parallel to the z5 axis. The angular velocity is therefore always
in the reachable space. In addition, the evolution of the coordinates of the z axis of Rd (t)
guarantees that, during the reference trajectory tracking, z4 and z6 will be alined. So, the
wrist singularity will be encountered and crossed `transversally'.
Like in the equivalent case of the shoulder singularity (see section 5.1.2) the smallest
@e is su%cient to obtain a smooth crossing. Thus,
value of  ensuring the inversibility of @q
dets and max are xed at 0.001 and T at 100ms. The plots of gure 12b show the resulting
evolution of the jacobian determinant, det(J), and of (t) during a simulation session. We
can remark that the time at which the determinant vanishes is the same as the one where
q5 is equal to zero (g. 12c), i.e z4 and z6 are aligned. Figure 12d shows the evolution of the
x and z coordinates of O6 , which vary smoothly as expected.

Trajectory 2: Let us now examine the case where the passage through a wrist singularity

is accompanied by the demand of the realization of an angular velocity in the non attainable
space. A reference trajectory satisfying these requirements is specied by
2 0:0 0:0 ;1:0 ;0:39 3
2 1:0 0:0 0:0 ;0:26 3
Rdinit = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5  Rdint = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5 
1:0 0:0 0:0 0:40
0:0 0:0 1:0 0:53

2 0:0 ;1:0 0:0 ;0:26 3
Rdfin = 4 0:0 0:0 1:0 0:13 5  T = 3sec
;1:0 0:0 0:0 0:40

and computed as the trajectory 1. In fact, while the rst parts of these two trajectories
are identical (g. 14a), the angular velocity of the second part of the reference trajectory 2
has a non zero component in the non attainable space.
The simulation results, without singularity treatment, show clearly the eects of crossing
the wrist singular points: the torque values applied on the fourth and sixth axis are excessive
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Figure 12: `Transversally' Crossing Wrist Singularities with Singularity Processing (Trajectory 1)
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Figure 13: (a) Torques (b) Joint Velocities of Axes 4 and 6 Without Singularity Processing
(g. 13) trying, as reported at the beginning of this section, to rotate quickly O4 and O6 in
opposite directions.
To obtain a smooth behaviour, dets is xed at 0.018 and max equally at 0.009 with a T
of 700ms. The plots in gure 14b show the resulting evolution of the jacobian determinant
det(J) and of (t) during a simulation session the entrance in the singular region is detected
at 0.9s. Now, the torque values stay in an acceptable range (g. 14c and 14d), and the angular
velocities are realizable. The plots in gures 14e and 14f illustrate the error in the tracking
of O6 and the evolution of the coordinates of the x axis of the R6 frame, respectively.

5.2.3 Case Study 2: `Staying On' the Singularity

We now modify the second part of the trajectory 2 of the previous section in order to
constraint the manipulator to stay on the wrist singular position, during a nite time interval,
before leaving it. For this purpose we add a second intermediary point to the specication
of the trajectory. The new reference trajectory is then dened by:
2 0:0 0:0 ;1:0 ;0:39 3
2 1:0 0:0 0:0 ;0:26 3
Rdinit = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5 
Rd1int = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5 
1:0 0:0 0:0 0:40
0:0 0:0 1:0 0:53

2 0:973 0:0 ;0:227 ;0:373 3
2 0:227 ;0:973 0:0 ;0:344 3
Rd2int = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0
0:0 5  Rdfin = 4 0:0
0:0 1:0 0:13 5
0:227 0:0 0:973

0:457

;0:973 ;0:227 0:0

0:33
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Figure 14: `Transversally' Crossing Wrist Sngularities with Processing (Trajectory 2)
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Figure 15: (a) Torques (b) Joint Velocities of axes 4 and 6 Without Treatment
The three trajectory sections are interpolated with fourth degree splines for the rst and
nal parts, and with third degree ones for the second, for ensuring continuity in position,
velocity and acceleration on the intermediary points. The respective durations are of 1.5s
for the rst and last sections, and of 0.75s for the second one.
When the singularity treatment is not activated, the entrance in the singular region has
the same eects on axis 4 and 6 as in the previous case (g. 15).
As usually, the same experiment was conducted with inclusion of the singularity processing. Parameter values are 0.019 for dets , 0.05 for max and 700ms for T .The entrance in
the singular region is detected at 1.05s. The induced evolution of (t) is plotted in gure
16a. In addition, we can observe that, during the second part of the trajectory, the robot
jacobian determinant is equal to zero, which means that the manipulator actually stays on
the singular conguration. The control outputs varies as shown gure 16b and the joint
velocities remain always feasible (g. 16c). Figure 16a and 16b illustrate the tracking of O6
and the evolution of the y and z coordinates of the z and y axis of the R6 frame, respectively.
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a) Determinant of the Robot Jacobian and (t)

b) Torques on Axes 4 and 6

c) Joint Velocities of Axes 4 and 6

d) Evolution of O6

e) Coordinates of the x axis of R6

Figure 16: `Staying On' Wrist Singularities with Processing (Trajectory 3)
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5.3 Elbow Singularities

The elbow singularities occur when q3 = 0 (g. 1), which means that O4 is on the boundary of
its reachable space. These congurations can be identied by studying the position function
of O4, as described in section 5.1.1. However, we must notice that this kind of singularity is
dierent in nature from the shoulder one: the set of the reachable points around a boundary
point is not an open set.
For studying the eect of the proposed method in the case of elbow singularities, we have
dened a reference trajectory which drives O4 to a boundary point of its reachable space
and imposes to it a movement on the boundary then, it leaves it and come back to the
reachable space (g.17a). It is specied by

2 ;0:95 0:29 ;0:06 ;0:62 3
Rdinit = 4 0:29 0:95 0:02 0:19 5 
0:07

0:0 ;0:99 ;0:007

2 ;1:0 0:0 0:0 ;0:66 3
Rd1int = 4 0:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 5 
0:0 0:0 ;1:0 ;0:13

2 ;0:92 ;0:39 0:0 ;0:60 3
2 ;0:99 ;0:09 0:0 ;0:65 3
Rd2int = 4 0:09 0:99 0:0 ;0:065 5  Rdfin = 4 ;0:39 0:92 0:0 ;0:257 5

0:0
0:0 ;1:0 ;0:13
0:0
0:0 ;1:0 ;0:13
The trajectory computation guarantees a continuous prole its total duration is of 3.75s,
splitted in 1.5s for the rst and last parts and 0.75s for the second one. The initial position
is = ;0:3 ; 1:2 ; 0:3 0:0 1:5708 0:0].
We can verify that during the second part of the trajectory, between 1.5s and 2.25s,
q(3) = 0 (g.17c) and det(J) = 0 (g.17b) indicating that the corresponding congurations
are singular. Besides, joint velocities varies smoothly and the reference trajectory is tracked
as expected.
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a) aid Initial Conguration

b) Determinant of the Robot Jacobian

c) Joint Positions of Axes 1, 2, 3 and 5

d) Joint Velocities of Axes 1,2 and 3

e) Reference and Current Positions of O6 f) Coordinates of the x Axis of R6
Figure 17: Elbow Singularities with Processing
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6 Conclusion
We have presented in this paper a general robot control method, inspired from 5] for coping
with singularities during trajectory tracking. If we compare with other works reported in the
literature, it can be seen that the proposed approach includes some specic contributions.
First, it should be emphasized that the method has a wide scope since it allows to
consider any kind of singularities owing to the use of task functions. For example, the use
of sensors, or the design of complex redundant tasks can be handled by the approach. A
second point is that, even restricted to kinematic singularities, this work provides the reader
with a clever justication of existing methods by setting the problem in a general way and
making the possible approximations or the underlying assumptions explicit.
Another original issue in our sense concerns the implementation. In fact, it appeared
to us that the Orccad framework proved very well-suited to the implementation of the
proposed method. In particular, the concepts of type-1 exception, of observers and of robottask automaton are particularly useful in that case. Moreover, the possibility of specifying
synchronization, discretization and quantization parameters is clearly an help to the control
designer, especially in such a case where conditioning and numerical aspects are dramatically
relevant.
Finally, we should like to recall that we have tried to test the approach in the most
signicant cases, by selecting particularly di%cult trajectories, not only transversal to the
singularities like in general in the literature. We hope the results have proved the e%ciency of
the method, increasing in that way the robustness of the considered class of control methods.
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